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Classifications:

- A 5.1: Festschriften and miscellanies: Festschriften, memorial volumes

4307. Gleasure (James) (comp.): List of Professor Thompson’s publications.

In SGS 17 (1996), pp. 4–23.

4308. Bannerman (John): The residence of the king’s poet.

Discusses historical and place-name evidence for the lands held by the poet to the king of Scots in the 12th and 13th centuries.


In SGS 17 (1996), pp. 61–70.
Describes how women have played the role of poet and performers despite the male predominance in the bardic system. Discusses in particular the terms bap-fhili, bap-cháinte and bap-chaínte.


In SGS 17 (1996), pp. 82–86.


4312. Dunville (David N.): Cath Fedo Euin.

ad AU 620.1, etc.


Presents a detailed linguistic study of the name of this medieval Scottish officer, and suggests that it is to be derived from ScG *toiseach doar-ráth* (cf. OIr. *doer-ráth* `base clientship').

4314. Gleasure (James W.): The Rawlinson B 512 version of *Scéla muicé Meic Dathó* revisited.

4315. Grannd (Seumas): Lexical geography of the Western Isles.
   *In SGS 17 (1996), pp. 146–149.*
   Discusses the distribution of the various words used for 'flower': *fir, dithean* and *sithean*.


4317. Grimble (Ian): The poet and scholar as journalist.
   *In SGS 17 (1996), pp. 159–171.*


4319. MacAulay (Donald): Some thoughts on time, tense and mode, and on aspect in Scottish Gaelic.


   A discussion of rare and difficult words and phrases from Rannafast, Co. Donegal.


   On some rare phonological features: *l > w; N > m; N > w.*
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4325. Ó Cuív (Brian): Further comments on the Ó Gnímh family of Co. Antrim.
   In SGS 17 (1996), pp. 298–304.

4326. Ó Dochartaigh (Cathair): Two loans in Scottish Gaelic.
   Discusses the areal distribution of two word pairs consisting of loanword and its native counterpart: 1. nábdh and coimhearnach; 2. cuibhceal and roth.

4327. Pálsson (Hermann): Towards a glossary of Norse place-names in Lewis and Harris.

4328. Rekdal (Jan Erik): A controversy over copyright: the episode of Colum Cille’s copying of St. Finnian’s psalter in Mánu’s Ó Domhnaill’s Betha Colaim Chille.
   In SGS 17 (1996), pp. 325–335.

4329. Schmidt (Karl Horst): On the historical evaluation of linguistic features in Insular Celtic.

4330. Stockman (Gearóid): Lexical correspondence in Scotland and Antrim.
   A word-list collected from Aoidhmín Mac Gréagóir’s folklore material published in An Ulâteach, 1927–1928.

4331. Thomson (Robert L.): Edward Lhuyd’s Geiriau Manaweg III.
   In SGS 17 (1996), pp. 369–375.
   A comparison of Lhuyd’s collected Manx and Scottish material.

4332. Watson (Seosamh): Hiatus-filling /h/ in Irish and Scottish Gaelic dialects.

4333. Williams (J. E. Caerwyn): Bardus Gallice cantor appellatur...
   Discusses the functions associated with the ancient bards through a detailed examination of the Celtic words containing the root *lan*.